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Abstract

Cloud manufacturing can manage mass manufacturing resources and capabilities, and provide them as services via the Internet.
Undoubtedly, multiple manufacturing clouds (MCs) will have extremely abundant services in terms of function, price, reliability, loca-
tion, etc. Selecting and using services from multiple MCs is a natural evolution in the best interests of service consumers. On the other
side, various uncertainties in today’s highly-dynamic business environment can easily disrupt manufacturing activities, rendering original
schedules obsolete. However, little work has been done to take advantages of abundant services from MCs and to effectively deal with
uncertainties. To address this requirement, we propose a dynamic service selection (SS) method across multiple MCs. The proposed
method uses IoT’s real-time sensing ability on service execution, Big-Data’s knowledge extraction ability on services in MCs, and
event-driven dynamic SS optimization to deal with disturbances from users and service market and to continuously adjust SS to be more
effective and efficient.
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1. Introduction

Cloud manufacturing (CMfg) adopts and extends the
concept of cloud computing to make mass manufacturing
resources and capabilities (MR/Cs) more widely accessible
to users through the Internet [1]. Significant research efforts
have been made to analyze the connotation and system
architectures, and develop enabling technologies of CMfg
[2]. However, the scope of most current research has been
limited in a single manufacturing cloud (MC) [2]. The inte-
gration of multiple MCs is critical as a MC only has rela-
tively limited MR/Cs and can only provide limited

services in terms of location, function, price, reliability,
etc. Selecting and using services from multiple MCs is a
natural evolution, which will provide more options to cus-
tomers for complementary capabilities. The ability to man-
age and use manufacturing services has direct relation to
the success or failure of manufacturers (service consumers)
facing increasingly fierce global competitions [3,4].

Under the CMfg environment, there are still technical
challenges when consumers need to use multiple services
(from MCs) in certain sequence to optimally fulfill their
complex manufacturing tasks. Those multiple services for
a complex task form a composite service. Most work in
the literature evaluates the overall QoS of composite
services based on the QoS of their underlying component
services, to perform optimal service-selection (SS). Compli-
cated service composition modes are usually translated into
simple equivalent sequence ones to get the overall QoS
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[5,6], but such methods are static and do not consider the
factors from the implementation aspect. More comprehen-
sive performance evaluation metrics of SS have been pro-
posed by synthetically considering key performance
indicators from business, service and implementation
aspects [7]. However, these methods cannot deal with inevi-
table, unexpected disruptions during the service execution,
which may turn the original plan obsolete [8]. Little effort
has been made to leverage abundant services hosted in
MCs to eliminate such effects. Some efforts in the cloud
computing research literature also tried to solve SS issues
in multi-cloud environments [9]. However, they do not con-
sider material flows, which are crucial in CMfg and affect
SS decisions.

Uncertainty theory is usually leveraged to address
uncertainties (by improving the robustness of schedules)
during the problem formulation stage (the beginning stage)
[10]. However, this is not enough when practical disrup-
tions occur, leading to deviations from the initial schedule.
At least, the schedule will become less effective and adjust-
ments are needed with consideration of ample services from
MCs. The Internet of Things (IoT), which can provide real-
time information about manufacturing objects and pro-
cesses, presents an exciting opportunity to narrow the
gap between the decision and the service execution. Big
Data (BD) adopted in CMfg can fulfill its function to help
gain more knowledge about the services and the service
market of MCs, for example using structured and unstruc-
tured reviews about services. Thus IoT and multi-MC will
elicit a new dynamic SS paradigm to fulfill user tasks in an
effective and efficient manner.

To address the above problems, an IoT-enabled integra-
tion framework is proposed to support dynamic service
selection (SS) across multiple MCs. Under such frame-
work, critical events to trigger dynamic SS are analyzed,
and an event-driven process of dynamic SS is presented
to capture underlying uncertainties and exploit abundant
services to optimally fulfill user tasks.

2. Mc broker for dynamic service selection

To enable optimal SS over multiple MCs, the concept of
cloud service brokerage [11] is introduced into CMfg as the
MC broker. The MC broker can combine and integrate
multiple services from MCs to support users’ goals. Thus
it should has knowledge about user tasks, service offerings
in MCs, SS schedules and status of service execution. As
indicated in Fig. 1, it mainly consists of Big Data Platform
(BDP), Virtual Resource Manager (VRM) and adaptors
for different MCs. The BDP enables Big Data acquisition,
integration and cleaning, storage, processing and visualiza-
tion to extract information or knowledge for optimal
decision-making, e.g., task decomposition and SS. The
VRM provides a uniform management interface of services
from MCs, via the adaptors to translate between generic
management operations and provider (MC)-specific APIs.
IoT infrastructure can sense the real-time state of service

execution to increase the visibility of task progress. The
sensed critical events should trigger the dynamic SS process
to optimize the original SS plan in time, i.e., the MC broker
should have the intelligence to react to various uncertain-
ties from the service marketplace and user side. This will
make task execution systems (composite services) agile
and efficient to implement user tasks.

3. Event-driven dynamic service selection

Potential critical changes come from both the market-
place and service customers, which will disrupt the original
plan. Those changes which comprise uncertainties in man-
ufacturing processes should be considered to optimize task
execution.

3.1. Changes from marketplace

3.1.1. Fluctuation of completion time

In order to enable just-in-time manufacturing [12], it is
important to consider the fluctuations of completion time
of sub-tasks. The fluctuations can be caused by breakdown
of machines, expansion of productivity, new (rush) orders,
cancelation of orders, etc. If the subtasks are finished in
advance, then the subsequent subtasks can possibly be
started earlier using available services from MCs. If the
completion time of some subtasks are delayed and exceeds
the scheduled start time of the next subtasks, the manufac-
turing plan needs to be adjusted based on available service
offerings. IoT technologies such as RFID, WSNs, can sub-
stantially increase the visibility of shop floors and make the
real-time capture of field data possible. Thus fluctuations
of completion time can be predicted more exactly in
advance or the completion event can be captured in real-
time manner, to enable dynamic and efficient SS.

3.1.2. Better choices of manufacturing services

The service marketplace of MCs exhibits obvious
dynamic characteristics. The changes can be categories,
prices/pricing strategies or other QoS parameters. For
example, surplus production capacity may be sold at
discounts. New services may emerge with better QoS or
disruptive functionality. Those changes can be used to get
more benefits, e.g., through replacing selected services with
ones that have lower prices or better QoS. In addition,
more information or knowledge about the services can be
acquired through historical data, and user ratings and com-
ments with the help of BD. Such information or knowledge
becomes more accurate and creditable as related data accu-
mulates. Thus better choices of manufacturing services can
be employed to improve dynamic SS.

3.2. Changes from service consumers

The changes can come from the consumer side. Many
reasons can lead to revision of original tasks. Service
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